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Price: $1,649 (with
20mm f/1.7 lens)

Image sensor: 16-megapixel Live
MOS sensor

Display: 3-inch tiltable touchscreen with
1,040,000 dots; tiltable built-in electronic
viewfinder with 2,746,800 dots

Sensitivity: ISO 125 - 25,600

Shooting speed: Up to five frames per second

Connectivity: Wi-Fi and Near Field
Communication

Weight: 402g (body only, with battery and
memory card)

Design

By Trevor Tan

P
anasonic’s new mirrorless camera, the
GX7, is targeted at serious amateurs and
professionals.

This rangefinder-like camera has a
built-in tiltable electronic viewfinder

(EVF), which means never having to buy (or lose)
an external EVF.

The GX7’s multitude of buttons and controls
would scare off most beginners. But for photo
buffs, these controls are heaven-sent, offering
quick access to setting changes.

A top dial surrounds the shutter release button,
while a rear dial is sited above the thumb rest. You
can quickly change the aperture in Manual mode
with your index finger, and shutter speed with
your thumb.

There is a mode dial that sits beside the shutter
release, with a dedicated video recording button
behind the shutter release, allowing quick access
to change modes and activate video recording.

At the back of the camera, an automatic
exposure lock button sits inside a circular focusing
lever that allows you to toggle quickly between
autofocus and manual modes.

Four physical Function buttons and five virtual
Function buttons can be accessed via the
touchscreen. All nine Function buttons can be
configured to suit your needs.

When you hold the camera with its durable
magnesium alloy frame, you feel confident. The
prominent grip in front accommodates all your
fingers and your thumb curls naturally onto the
thumb rest at the rear. Ergonomically and
functionality-wise, it cannot get any better.

As your eye nears the EVF at the top left corner,
the EVF is activated immediately and
simultaneously turns off the touchscreen display.

Sometimes, the proximity sensor can be too
sensitive, but options in the the menu allow you to
decrease the sensitivity or switch manually

between display and EVF.
The EVF has very high resolution and is pretty

sharp. It is almost as good as looking through an
optical viewfinder. And the EVF can also be tilted
up to 90 degrees for shooting from the hip.
Alternatively, you can use the touchscreen LCD (it
tilts downwards by as much as 45 degrees or
upwards by 80 degrees) to compose your pictures.

The camera starts up really fast (about 0.5sec)
compared with 2sec for most of its peers. But it
takes nearly 3sec to shut down, at least a second
slower than most. Shutter lag is negligible.

With a shutter speed of up to 1/8,000sec, the

shooting speed is on a par with some high-end
DSLRs. At such speeds, you can freeze action,
meaning that you capture seriously sharp pictures
of your children running around.

With the 20mm f/1.7 lens, the autofocusing is
immediately spot-on in bright light. In dark
conditions, the AF takes only around 1sec to lock
on to a focus with the aid of AF assist light. This is
a second or two faster than other mirrorless
cameras.

Using an SD card with a writing speed rated at
25MB per second, I was able to shoot 21 RAW
images in 5sec before the buffer ran out.

Images shot with GX7 are impressively sharp
with great tonal range and accurate colour
reproduction. If you shoot in monochrome, you
can see the details clearly even in the shadowed
areas.

The ISO performance is equally stellar. Noise
artefacts start to appear only at ISO 3,200. At
ISO 6,400, the higher noise levels cause only slight
detail loss. Even at ISO 12,800, the shots are good
enough for Web use.

Full high-definition videos shot with GX7 are
crisp with fast AF, locking to a focus in 2sec when
panning from one scene to another. Ambient or
wind audio is minimal when the Wind Cut
function is on.

Battery life is average – 350 still images on a full
charge.
J With its good looks, built-in EVF, intuitive
handling, fast operation and great image quality,
Panasonic Lumix DMC-GX7 is quite simply the best
value-for-money mirrorless camera you can get.
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